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TAMSAT

TAMSAT stands for Tropical Applications of Meteorology using SATellite and ground-
based observations.

The TAMSAT group are part of the Department of Meteorology, University of Reading
(UK).

Our primary aim has been to provide locally calibrated, operational satellite-based
rainfall estimates for Africa since the early 1980s.

Such data are vital for many applications, in particular rainfall monitoring and
assessment of long-term rainfall changes across Africa.

This talk presents the latest developments to TAMSAT’s primary rainfall product and other
areas of development within the group.



TALK OVERVIEW

• TAMSAT Rainfall Estimation Method

• Latest developments on TAMSAT’s primary rainfall product

• Comparison of TAMSAT Version 2 and Version 3 rainfall estimates

• TAMSAT approach to gauge-satellite merging



OVERVIEW OF THE TAMSAT APPROACH

TAMSAT rainfall estimates are based on two inputs:
• Meteosat thermal infrared imagery (10.8 µm), used to create cold cloud 

duration (CCD) maps
• Rain gauges, used to calibrate the CCD

Main assumptions

Case A: Clouds with tops colder than the
optimum temperature threshold (Tt) are
assumed to be raining

Case B: Clouds with tops warmer than Tt
are assumed not to be raining

• CCD maps are calculated based on the total duration the cloud top temperature is 
colder than a prescribed temperature threshold (Tt)

• Rainfall is assumed to be a linear function of CCD:   Rain=a0 + a1*CCD

• Using historical data, Tt, a0 and a1 are all estimated during the calibration process



COLD CLOUD DURATION (CCD) EXAMPLE



LATEST DEVELOPMENTS

The previous version (Version 2, also known as TARCAT), was the first attempt at 
creating Africa-wide and long-term (1983-present) rainfall estimates.

However these estimates suffered from two main problems:
1. spatial artefacts arising from the use of “calibration zones”
2. a dry bias (~20 %) arising from optimising the algorithm for drought 

monitoring

In the latest version (TAMSAT Version 3), the TAMSAT algorithm has been 
significantly modified to minimise the aforementioned problems. 

Calibration parameters are now derived at a point, as opposed to large rectangular 
“calibration zones”.

The latest developments have been made possible due to the availability of 30+ 
years of daily rain gauge records for many stations across Africa from various 
sources, in particular the UCSB Climate Hazards Group and EC JRC.  



LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
Version 2 Calibration
• Dekadal (10-day) calibration
• Identification of climatologically similar calibration “zones”
• Calibration parameters (Tt, a0 and a1) were derived for each zone 
• CCD were calibrated using the median gauge rainfall

Version 3 Calibration
• Tt derived using daily CCD and rain gauge measurements for every 1 degree grid 

square containing gauges (~800 squares Africa-wide) 
• Grid square values are spatially interpolated
• Rainfall amount estimated at pentadal scale:

Ø a0 and a1 derived from pentadal CCD and rain gauge records and modelled as a 
function of Tt

Ø maps of a0 and a1 are modified by Climate Hazards Group pentadal rainfall 
climatology to reintroduce some of the spatial information lost by modelling a0 and 
a1 as a function of Tt

In the 1980s when the TAMSAT v2 method was first conceived, a lack of
temporal records meant that in order to derive reliable calibration parameters,
information had to be taken in space via large calibration zones



TEMPERATURE THRESHOLD MAP - AUGUST

Point Tt values Interpolated Tt values



TEMPERATURE THRESHOLD MAP - AUGUST

MODIS observed
cloud top temperature Interpolated Tt values



CALIBRATION MAPS (AUGUST) 
- RECTANGULAR ZONES NO LONGER EXIST IN V3
Version 2

Version 3



TAMSAT DATA BASED ON CLIMATOLOGICAL 
CALIBRATIONS - ELIMINATES IMPACT OF CHANGES IN
GAUGE ARTEFACTS (I.E. STATION DENSITY)

Gauge Satellite-gauge

CRU GPCC PREC/L ARC2

CHIRPS CMAP GPCP TAMSAT v2

Annual Rainfall Trends (1983-2010)

Maidment et al. 2015, GRL



CLIMATOLOGICAL CALIBRATION ELIMINATES 
IMPACT OF CHANGES IN GAUGE DENSITY

Time-series shows the Africa-wide mean rainfall difference between
different satellite dataset and CRU gauge analysis.

CMAP and ARC2 appear as outliers compared to the other satellite
datasets.

TAMSAT



CLIMATOLOGICAL CALIBRATION - ELIMINATES 
IMPACT OF CHANGES IN GAUGE DENSITY

Merged CRU-TAMSATv2 (TARCAT) estimate weighted by CRU gauge density.

Reduction in gauges over Central Africa between the late 1980s and late
1990s coincides with declining rainfall in ARC2 (and the merged estimate).

Area-averaged rainfall over Central Africa

Maidment et al. 2015, GRL



TAMSAT VERSION 3

Summary
• Africa-wide estimates at 4 km resolution 
• 1983 to present
• Available from www.tamsat.org.uk from January 2017 (also available on the 

EUMETCast , FEWS Net early warning explorer and IRI Data Library)

Products

Daily Estimates Dekadal Estimates

Monthly Estimates

Seasonal Estimates
(disaggregated, 

based on daily CCD)

(aggregated)

Primary product

Derived products

Pentadal Estimates



EXAMPLE RAINFALL ESTIMATES
- CALIBRATION ZONES REMOVED IN V3

1st Dekad, January 2000

August 2005



EXAMPLE RAINFALL ESTIMATES
- CALIBRATION ZONES REMOVED IN V3

1st Dekad, January 2000

August 2005



SEASONAL CLIMATOLOGY (1983-2013)
- DRY BIAS IN V2 GREATLY REDUCED IN V3



ANNUAL CLIMATOLOGY (1983-2013)
- TAMSAT V3 CONSISTENT WITH CHIRPS & GPCC

TAMSAT v3 CHIRPS v2 GPCC v7 



MONTHLY TIME SERIES (AFRICA-WIDE MEAN)
- TAMSAT V3 CONSISTENT WITH CHIRPS & GPCC



DAILY RAINFALL TIME-SERIES

Tamale, Ghana

Lusaka, Zambia



DAILY RAINFALL TIME-SERIES

Tamale, Ghana

Lusaka, Zambia



MERGED SATELLITE-GAUGE 
RAINFALL ESTIMATES
The lack of information in CCD on rainfall intensity often leads to TAMSAT estimates 
underestimating extreme rainfall events 

In TAMSAT, we have developed a novel method to incorporate contemporaneous 
gauge information to improve rainfall intensities, including extreme events

The method implements an ensemble estimation approach, providing uncertainty 
estimates

TAMSAT v2 TAMSAT merged Uncertainty
Ghana, July 31st 2008



SUMMARY
We have now completely revised the calibration process and created TAMSATv3 which 
retains the essence of the TAMSAT method but minimises the problems associated with 
TAMSATv2.

Rainfall estimates are released at the daily scale, at 4km resolution every 5 days.

Historical data (1983-2015) available now, but near-real time estimates available from 
January 2017.

The use of a historical spatially varying climatological calibration ensures the estimates 
are temporally consistent and are suitable both for long-term risk assessment and for 
seasonal early warning.

@tamsat_Reading

www.tamsat.org.uk


